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1. In accordance with its terms of reference, the Committee has conducted the
consultation with Chile under Article XVIII:12(b). The Committee had before it a
basic document for the consultation (BOP/72), a Decision of the Executive Board
of the International Monetary Fund dated 17 March 1967, (see Annex II) and two
background documents supplied by the Fund dated 17 February and 3 October 1967.

2. In conducting the consultation, the Committee followed the plan for consul-
tations under Article XVII-:12(b) recommended by the CONTRACTING PARTIES
(BISD, Seventh Supplement, pages 97-98). The consultation was completed on
18 October 1967. The present report summarizes the main points of the discussion.

Consultation with the International Monetary Fund

3. Pursuant to the provisions of Article XV of the General Agreement, the
CONTRACTING PARTIES had invited the International Monetary Fund to consult with
them in connexion with the consultation with Chile. In accordance with the agreed
procedure, the representative of the Fund was invited to make a statement
supplementing the Fund's documentation concerning the position of Chile. The
statement was as follows:

"The Fund invites the attention of the CONTRACTING PARTIES to the Executive
Board decision of March17, 1967 taken at the conclusion of its most recent
Article XIV consultation withChile."

"The Fund notes that Chile's balance of payments, affected by a decline in
copper prices, by anadverse movement of about $95 million in net foreign
borrowing of the Government, and by a continued increase in imports, is
expected to result in a erIicit of about $20 million in 1967 as compared with
the surplusoof about $140 million, in 1966. The Fund notes with appreciation
that Chieo, despite adverse development,m has maintained (and ever,i n some
respects, improved upon) the considerable liberalization of payments and
trade restrictions, the fexible exchange rate policy, and the unification of
the exchange rates in tec banking market, that were achieved in 1966."

"At the present time the general level of restrictions of Chile which are
under reference does not go beyond the extent necessary to stop a serious
decline in its monetary reserves."
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Opening statement by the representative of Chile

4. In his opening statement, the full text of which is contained in Annex I
to this report, the representative of Chile explained that his Government's aims
in the field of economic development were three-fold: a high rate of growth a
reasonable stability and a just distribution of national income. Within Chile's
global policy to attain these objectives the external sector played a determinant
role. In so far as exports were concerned it was the intention of his Government
to double the production of copper and to diversify the composition of exports
putting special emphasis on manufactured goods. A series of measures had been
taken to implement these objectives, amongst which special mention should be made
of the fact that the exchange rate had beenmaintained at a ralistic level, and
a law on development of exports had beenenacted. On the import side, available
foreign exchange was utilized following a strict priority criteria and in
general there had been a simplication of import regulation, such as the
adoption of the Brussels Tariff Nomonclature, the issuance of a new list of
permitted imports grouped by BTN headings, the elimination for certain goods
of the prior deposit requirement and the reduction in the level of the deposits;
the reduction of import duties on a series of goods and of the obligatory
deferment period, to sixty days. Furthermore, since the beginning of 1966, the
faculty to reject import applications in accordance with Law 16.101, had not
been utilized. At present, within the frameework of the list of permitted
imports, products entering Chile were subject only to the duties established in
the tariff and to the prior deposits requirements. As a result of all these
measures, the volume of imports which was of 625 million in 1965, is expected
to reach $900 million this year. Nonetheless it should be stated that this
favourable situation was due mainly to greater exchange availability resulting
from, higher prices for copper in the international market. This dependence on
a single export product made it necessary to maintain still a series of
regulations permitting the Government of Chile to adapt imports to existing
exchange availability. The representative of Chile added further that all the
measures he had referred to, were part of a global strategy of his Government
to change the economic and social structure of his country. Some of these
structural changes, such as an important redistribution of wealth in favour of
the low income sectors of the country, crated additional pressure on the
balance of payments because of a greater internal demand which it generated.
It was thus necessary to review the economic development of Chile, and its
problems in the light of the changes in structure which his Government had
undertaken.
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Balance-of-payments position and prospects

5. Members of the Committee expressed sympathy for Chile's efforts in the
field of economic development and congatulated the representative of Chile for
the measures his Government had taken to achieve a deceleration of inflation.
Special reference was made to the fact that the short-run outlook for Chile's
foreign exchange reserves had improved markedly in the past two years and that
an important factor in this improvement was the flexible exchange rate policy
being pursued by the authorities. It was suggested that the Government of Chile
should be encouraged to continue its policy of flexible exchange rates. In
answer to a question the representative cf Chile said that it was difficult to
anticipate what the long-run outlook for copper prices would be. This was a
question directly linked with the level of industrial activity in the developed
countries and with changes in the demand pattern of the product. He stressed
that his country was emberking on an effor, of export diversification in order
to reduce the heavy reliance on copper proceeds as a source of foreign exchange.
In this context new investments had been made in the forest industry, copper
manufactures, the petro-chemical and automotive sectors and also in the field of
electronics and steel.

6. In reply to a question the representative of Chile acknowledged that there
had been a certain stagnation in certain experts of the non-mining sector. In
fact exports of fish meal had diminished as a result of a shift in the location
of the raw material. There had also been a reduction of exports of copper
manufactures. Experts of some agricultural products had aIso slowed down. This
was due to the fact that internal demand had increased sharply aid that local
production had been unable to cope with it. The critical situation of agricul-
ture in Chile had been inherited from the past, a considerable proportion of
agricultural land was divided into a small number of very large farms. The lax
tax régime and inadequate investment for decades past had produced a certain
type of entrepreneur more preoccupied with consumption than production. In reply
to a further question he explained that the Chilean land reform did not seek a
reduction in the size of Farming Units per st. It was based on the idea of
establishing technically optimum units, which could either represent an increase
or a reduction in holdings with respect to the actual situation before the reform
began to be implemented. Up to now one million hectares had been expropriated
and even though a drop in production of the fields expropriated might have been
expected, the results had been quite the contrary. This was due to special
technical assistance facilities put at the disposal of the new owners, together
with exceptional tax and credit benefits afforded them. The representative of
Chile stressed that the land reform was not based on a quest for self-sufficiency
in the whole orange of agriculture production, but rather on the idea that Chile
should specialize in the production of those items for which it had natural
facilities.
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7. In reply to several questions the representative of Chile explained that.
CDEPLAX (Oficin. de planificacion nacional) was an advisory body to the
President of the Republic in chargeofestablishingthe fundamental guidelines
of the process of economicandsocial planning,function consisting basically
in the formulation of a national development plan whose implementation was the
responsibility of the corresponding executive bodies of' the Administration.
Wiith respect to COJJO (Corporacion de Formento de la producion) he informed the
Committee that its main rile was to promotoand finance the development of certain
activities either by the private sector alone or by the public and the private
sector together, within the framework of the development plan. In this
connexion it was noted that in the early part of 1967 theexpansion of credit
had continued in the government sector but seemed to have levelled off in the
private sector, and question was asked as to whether the pressent relative
proportions in public and private investmentwere likely to continue. In reply
the representative of Chile said that within the plans envisaged by his
Government to modify the economic Structure of his country, the private sector
nad an important rôle toplay, and a certain level of investment was expected of
it. The problem though was that within Chile's frameworkof rapidly changing
structures, certain internalsectors had Adopted kindof "wait and see"
attitude which had negatively influenced the volume of private investment. This
tendency had been further strengthened by the fact that there had been an
increase in credits to the agricultural sector which had resulted in a diversion
of credit resourcespreviouslyallocated to other sectors of theeconomy. None-
theless it was noticeable thatprivate investment was increasing again.

8. The representative of Chilereplying toa question said that the
"Chileanization"' of the copper mines would not result in a decrease in the volume
of foreigninvestment in that sector, since the "Chileanization", whichin fact
meant association betweem the foreign enterprises and the Chilean Government,
had been done by mutual agreement. as a result in theperiod 1967-1970,
$500 million would be investedin copper mining and a large proportion of this

sumwould be allocated to the acquisition of locally produced goods. It could
not be said eitherthat the "Chileanization"of copper mines had affected
foreign investments in other sectors of economy, since large investments
were being made in the chemical automotive and other sectors.
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9. It was stated that on the current account of Chile's balance. of payments
there was a considerable negative figure for investment income which had been
growing in the Last years. Since the increase in this outflow seemed to be
due to increased profitability in the copper industry, it was asked of the
representative of Chile if the reduction of the share of foreign capital in
the copper industry would produce a corresponding reduction in the proportion
of profits going out of Chile and in consequence improve the balance-of-payments
situation. The representative of Chile replied that outflow of investment
income would continue to increase in the future, as foreign capital continued
to invest in the copper industry, but that in any case this higher volume would
represent a smaller percentage, in relation to total investment in the industry,
and also in relation to total foreign exchange availability from copper exports
than before the "Chileanization" of the copper mines.

10. In explaining, his country's policy in respect of theexternal debt the
representative of Chile saif. that his Government was maintaining a strict
control over credit operations and in fact was applying a series of measures
to limit borrowing abroad. Only credit operations to be rapaid in a term of
more than eight years could be effected freely. He noted that the levelof
additional debts contracted yearly had gone down to $100 million in the period
1965-67, from a level of $250 million in previous years.

II. Alternative measures to restore equilibrium

11. Some representatives referred to the fact that the big underlying diffi-
culty facing Chile appeared to be that internal inflation had become a
permanent feature of Chile's economic development. It was suggested that the
problems could be tackled by acting on three inter-related components, namely:
the policy of annual wage increases, the improvement of price incentives and
finally the question of public sector expenditures. It was felt that
constructive action with respect to thesethree elements could and should be
regarded as alternative measures to quantitative import restrictions as a
means of moving closer to balance-of-payments equilibrium. In this connexion
the representative of Chile was asked what progress could be expected in this
field in the foreseeable future. The representative of Chile said that,
unfortunately, to some extent inflation had become a way of life in Chile and
that people had grown accustomed to it. His Government was implementing an
austcrity programme by which inflation would bemaintained within certain
pre-determined bounds, with a view to reducing its rate to a minimum level
over the next years. It was the intention of his Government to apply as of
next year a stricter policy in respect of wages increases, but this was always
a difficult decision te takebecause of political considerations; it had not
been done, up to now, because his country was pursuing other objectives in
connexion with the level of wages. In so far as public expenditure was
concerned he was optimistic. In the present year the, Chilean Government had
limited current expenditures very strongly and the budget deficit wasminimal.



import reguLations and -;-c~ That part of the explanation could be tha they
attempted to s.rve a variety of purposesChile's exchangeor to sarvequantitative

payments andmonetaryreserves but alsoto protect domostic industry and to
raise fiscal revenues.It was comprehensiblethatsucha multi-purpose such

complex. Members of the committee weIcomed thesteps takenby the Government
of Chile since the last, balance-of-payments consultaion in reducing the
restrictiveness of the import system. However therewere still manyelements
which continued to be of concern. In thisrespect itwasaskedwhether theGovernment of Chile had a :ïr-table for eliminationof prior deposits some
of which ran high as 10,000 per cent, and alsoinquired whyprior 'isposiû,v
were applied in a discriminatory manner, in that they were notrequiredfor
Latin American Free Trade Associationla imports.In reply, the representative of
Chie agreed that his country's import regulationswere complex; thatwasthe
reason way a seriesofliberalizingmeasures had been ken since the last
consultation. As things stood. now within the scope of the list of permitted
imports, the tariff was in practice the basic whichregulated the flow
of imports into Chile. With respect to the prior deposit system he recalled
that it had been simplifiedextensivey in the last years so that today, in
practice, the highestrate was 200 per cent of the value of the import. There
were only some very exceptional caseas in which prior deposits ran as high as
10,000 per cent. Furthermore, to weigh the real importance of this mechanism
it had to be taken into account that in 1966 only 20 per cent of total imports
wire subect to prior deposit requirements. The representativeof Chile said
that his Government did net at this moment intend to eliminate the prior
deposit systemand in consequence, notime-table for its progressive disappa-
rance had been prepared. These deposits were not required for imports of
products originating in LAFTA included in Chile's"national list ", which
contains the concessions gra.nted by Chile to othe LAFFA members, because they
were considered to be charges of equivelent effect to import duties and in
consequence had to be eliminated in the process ofreaching free trade within
LAFTA. This situation was roferred to during the discussion of the Treaty of
Montevidao pursuant to Article XXIV, paragraph 7 of the General Agreement and
it was thus known, to concentrating parties at that time that prior deposits would
be aliminated for LAFTA countries. Some members of theCommittee expressed
reservations on the discrimination resulting from the eliminationn of prior
deposits sol;ly for LAFTA countries and stated further that in their view there
was an inconsistency betweenthe non-application o prior deposits to LAFTA
and their original justification on balance-of-payments grounds.
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13. Some members of the Committee recalled that in 1959 Chile had obtained
aiver, periodically reneved since, permitting it to apply temporary surcharges

because of balance of payments problems. Regret was expressed that these sur
charges had not been incorporated into Chile tariff. This appeared to make
virtually permanent these measures whichwerepresumably designed for temporary
balance of payments reli f. Furthermore these charges were notin the past,
levied against LAFTA countries; theirincorporaton into the tariff had
mintained and frozen the discriminator element against non LAFTAcountries
since the recsultnat higher arniff eleclsare -not ppîieddo good.son Chie s
"national list". This car have the effect of divrting imports from non LAFTA
exporters tc those within the regional group. Some members of the Committee
reiterated in this cornexion that discrimination in favour of members of regional
arrangements is not acceptable in the application of measures maintained for
balance ofpayments problems in the absence of a common currency.The
representative of Chile declared that the surcharge were applied toother
countries of LAFTA,except for productson which they been negotiated,
and added further that it any case, preferential treatments resulting from a
process of economic integration were normal. One memberof the Committee
reaffirmed his country s position in favour of economic integration in the
developing countries, as well as in the developed countries and of all measures
necessary to achieve a free movement of goodsamong countries participating in
the arrangement.

14. In reply to a question the reprosentative of Chile said that it as the
intention of his Government not to utilize its option of rejecting import
applications so long as the balance of payments situation permitted. In answer
to a further question hes said that not all paper and forestry productshad been
eliminated from the listof permitted imports. Chile imports from . -2 -million
North of paper for different uses and cellulose for the manufactureof rn or.
Reference was made to the fact that greds not included in the list of permitted
imports could nonetheless be imported when they had been negotiated within
LAFTA and it was asked how many products werecoveredby this situation. The
representatives of Chile replied thattwenty three products not on the permitted
list had been incorporated into Chile's "nationallist".

15. The representative of Chile said, in replyto aquestion, that goods not
included in the list of permitted imports werenormallyof kind which his
cnurtr could dc' , ithout. The fct of rrhibitir these imn-,rts t as ibendezd
t, r"rmit the cutimam utilization cf Chil s foreig!-xchang: availebilit.jc

1. In repl- te a question cnc>rriru th- nrirci'-l- fe11crcd in iecludiig or
elininating a product from the liFt J'frmittcd inports, th' r;?pnesrrtative
of Chile said that asthe balance of payments situation permitted his country
wished to incorporate more products into the permitted list in orderultimately
not to have any prohibited imports. While balanceof balance ofproblems persist,
many products had to be keptoff the list, and to this effect there wasa
committee in the Central Bank which decidedupon the inclusion or elimination
of a product from the list. This was done or the basis of strict analysis
of What were the import requirements of the country.
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17. In reply to a question the representative of Chile said that it was his
Government's intention to proceed to a progressive elimination of the specific
duties in the tariff. When the new tariff was being prepared the possibility
of eliminating the specific column outright was considered, but, due to
difficulties in valuing imports it was finally retained.

IV. Effects of the restrictions

18. Some members of the Committee commented on the protective affect created
for domestic industry by such severe port regulations and referred to the
fact that goods produced in Chile in sufficient quantity to meet the needs of
the domestic market were either unconditionally prohibited or subject to charges
so high as to bar their entry effectively. industries located in the free
port zone, especially in Arica, were important recipients of such protective
benefits. The unconditonal prohibition of the importation of automobiles
into Chile, while their components and parts were permitted entry into Arica, had
resulted in the establishment of a high cos, inefficient automobile assembly
industry almost a thousand miles distant from its major market. Imports of
goodswhich were produced in Chile in insufficient quantities to meet domestic
demand were also generally subject to heavily restrictive charges. It was
stated that restrictions even extended to products not manufactured in Chile
for which some form of local quasi-substitute was available and to products
considered unessential. A question was asked as to the steps that the Govern-
ment of Chile might be contemplating which would tend to minimize the
incidental protective effect of its complex system of quantitative restrictions.
The representative of Chile acknowledged that his country had certain areas of
domestic production under protection. His Government was conscious of the
problems it entailed and of the high costs sometimes resulting from lack of
competition. Measures were being taken to remedy some of these situations; for
example the automotive industry was now being installed near the contres of
consumption and being drawn away frontArica in the extreme north of the
country. The reservations manifested by some members of the Comittee were
shared by the Government of Chile. That was a problem linked with the process
of development and a certain degree of protectionism was necessary in developing
countries, as it had been necessary in the first stages of development of
industrialized countries.

19. The Committee thanked the representative of Chile for the information
he had supplied and he in turn assured the members of the Committee that the
views expressed by them would be brought to the attention of his Government.

i~~~~~~~


